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The maximum speed of the I2C interface of the SUD is 400 kbit/s, and the slave address is 0x0E.

Note! the mentioned slave address is 7-bit, R/W' bit not included. Refer the following diagram for reading 
the device ID of the SUD.

Some MCU platforms used to refer 8-bit slave address which includes one more bit for R/W'. For these 
cases, the slave address should be referred as 0x1C.
To focus on the main procedure, the following example omits the slave address and the initialization 
details of the I2C hardware. Only two I2C related functions are used in our example code:

i2c_read(uint8_t reg, uint8_t *buf, int len); //re 'len' bytes from register 'reg’ 
i2c_wradite(uint8_t reg, uint8_t *buf, int len); //write 'len' bytes to register 'reg' 

Example Code 

Step 1, make sure the I2C interface of the SUD is accessible.

Just read register REG_DEVICE_ID (address 0x8F). The value should be 0x8D ( DEVICE_ID_SUD ). If the 
value is 0x21( DEVICE_ID_BRM ), an extra switch-mode command should be issued:

/* STEP 1: make sure the SUD is well connected */ 
uint8_t id;
i2c_read(REG_DEVICE_ID, &id, 1);
if (id == DEVICE_ID_BRM) { 

//send switch-mode command 
uint8_t cmd[] = { 0xEE, 0x50, 0x03 };
i2c_write(0x0E, cmd, sizeof(cmd)); 
//it takes about 100ms to complete the command 
for (int try=0; try<20; try++) { 

msleep(10); 
i2c_read(REG_DEVICE_ID, &id, 1); 
if (did == DEVICE_ID_SUD) 
break; 

} 
} 
if (id != DEVICE_ID_SUD) { 

//wrong device id 
return -1; 

} 
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Step 2,  reset the SUD.

Just write 0xC1 ( CMD_RESET ) to register REG_COMMAND (address 0x10). It takes about 100ms to finish 
the reset procedure. Check bit[7] of register REG_STATUS (address 0x8E). If bit[7] is 1, it indicates the SUD 
is fully ready.

/* STEP 2: reset the SUD */
uint8_t cmd = CMD_RESET;
i2c_write(REG_COMMAND, &cmd, 1);
//wait and check until SUD to be ready
msleep(50);
for (;;) {

uint8_t sta;
i2c_read(REG_STATUS, &sta, 1);
if (sta & STATUS_READY) break;
msleep(10);

}

Note! The reset procedure does not reinitialize all states of the SUD. During development, do not hardware 
reset the MCU only. Instead, power on again to make sure the SUD is in correct state.

Step 3,  configure the SUD.

The configurable items of the SUD are called properties. Each property is assigned a 16-bit integer ID. For 
example:
• property 0x105A is the type of the D-way transducer. The default type of the D-way transducer is 16mm. 

If you want to change it to the type of 10mm, property 0x105A should be configured as 0xFF02.
• property 0x104B is the sensitivity of near distance detection. The range of the sensitivity is 0~5 and the 

recommended value is 2. If the SUD reports 30cm or less for the distance longer than 100cm, increase 
the value of this property may fix the problem.

The following code is common for the properties configuration:

#define SET_PROP_CMD_LENGTH     6
uint8_t *sud_set_prop_cmd(int prop, int value)
{

static uint8_t cmd_buf[SET_PROP_CMD_LENGTH];
cmd_buf[0] = 0xDE;
cmd_buf[1] = prop >> 8;
cmd_buf[2] = prop;
cmd_buf[3] = value >> 8;
cmd_buf[4] = value;
cmd_buf[5] = 0x09;
return cmd_buf;

}
Example below demonstrates how to configure the sensitivity:

/* STEP 3: configure the SUD */
//configure the near distance sensibility to 2
uint8_t *cp0 = sud_set_prop_cmd(0x104B, 2);
i2c_write(0x0B, cp0, SET_PROP_CMD_LENGTH);
msleep(10);
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Step 4,  ask the SUD to start measuring.

Just write 0xC5 ( CMD_START ) to register REG_COMMAND :

/* STEP 4: ask the SUD to start to measure */
cmd = CMD_START;
i2c_write(REG_COMMAND, &cmd, 1);

Step 5,  read the measurement data.

The SUD quipped with a paged data bank which is located at registers REG_DATA (address 0x82~0x89). The 
content of the data bank is described in later section.

Write the following page switch command to register REG_COMMAND before reading the data bank:

• 0x8F ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE0 ) for data bank page 0 

• 0x9F ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE1 ) for data bank page 1 

• 0xAF ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE2 ) for data bank page 2 

• 0xBF ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE3 ) for data bank page 3 

• 0xCF ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE4 ) for data bank page 4 

• 0xDF ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE5 ) for data bank page 5 

• 0xEF ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE6 ) for data bank page 6 

• 0xFF ( CMD_SWITCH_PAGE7 ) for data bank page 7

Note! the page switch command is mandatory even you always access the same page of the data bank.

/* STEP 5: read the measurement result */
for (;;)
{

//switch page to update the data
uint8_t cmd = CMD_SWITCH_PAGE0;
i2c_write(REG_COMMAND, &cmd, 1);
//read and parse the result data
uint8_t buf[8];
i2c_read(REG_DATA, buf, sizeof(buf));
int16_t dist_d_raw = buf[0] + (buf[1] << 8);
int16_t dist_x_raw = buf[2] + (buf[3] << 8);
int16_t dist_x_head = buf[4];

//... 
}
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More on Configuration

ENABLED_HEADS

SUD supports 6-way distance detection. The transducer (or head) for each way is named as D/F/T/L/R/U 
respectively. They can also be referred by the number, #0/#1/#2/#3/#4/#5.

By default, the transducers send probing signal in #0>#5>#0>#4>#0>#3>#0>#2>#0>#1 order and 
repeatedly. The data rate of the D-way is fixed to 16Hz. The other five ways share another 16Hz and the 
arrangement is configurable. There are two methods to configure the arrangement.

For convenience, we use a array to represent a arrangement. For example, array {5,4,3,2,1} represents the 
default arrangement. Since the portion for transducer #0 is fixed, it is not necessary to show in the array.

Note! ENABLED_HEADS configuration is allowed to be changed on demand in step 5.

Simple Arrangement

SUD builds in the following simple arrangements:

code arrangement 
0x0F the same as the default, {5,4,3,2,1} 

0x1F transducer #1 takes all 16Hz, {1} 

0x2F transducer #2 takes all 16Hz, {2} 

0x3F transducer #3 takes all 16Hz, {3}

0x4F transducer #4 takes all 16Hz, {4}

0x5F transducer #5 takes all 16Hz, {5}

To enable the arrangement, just write the arrangement code and 0xCD ( CMD_SET_ENABLED_HEADS ) to 
register REG_ARGUMENT_F (address 0x0F):
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Customized Arrangement

SUD provides a fully customizable arrangement. Say, we could have an arrangement of {1,3,1,4} . That is, 
the data rate of F-way is 8Hz and both R/L-way are 4Hz.
To enable such an arrangement, the first step is to translate array {1,3,1,4} to the following table. The 
bit[7:4] of the code is the index of the array and the bit[3:0] is the value of the array. Remember, to 
indicate the end of array, a zero entry is appended.

The second step is to write the code to register REG_ARGUMENT_F (address 0x0F) and then write 0xCD 
( CMD_SET_ENABLED_HEADS ) to register REG_COMMAND for all the entries in the table:

//enabled_heads = { 1,3,1,4,0 };
uint8_t arr[5] = { 0x01, 0x13, 0x21, 0x34, 0x40 };
for (int i=0; i<sizeof(arr); i++) {

uint8_t cmd = arr[i];
i2c_write(REG_ARGUMENT_F, &cmd, 1);
cmd = CMD_SET_ENABLED_HEADS;
i2c_write(REG_COMMAND, &cmd, 1);
msleep(10);

}

Note! The maximum length of customization array is 16 (include the last 0).
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Data Bank

The register REG_DATA has eight bytes. They can be read separately or continuously:

where:

• notation /h and /l mean high and low byte of a signed 16-bit integer
• D-way measurement is the raw distance measurement of the D-way. The unit is millimeter (mm). 

Negative value means the measurement is not successful.
• X-way measurement, X-way transducer no: is the raw distance measurement of X-way. X may be one 

of F/T/L/R/U depends on the arrangement. The unit is millimeter (mm). Negative value means the 
measurement is not successful.
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Appendix 1 - Constants Definition

#define REG_ARGUMENT_A             0x0A
#define REG_ARGUMENT_B 0x0B 
#define REG_ARGUMENT_C 0x0C 
#define REG_ARGUMENT_D 0x0D 
#define REG_ARGUMENT_E 0x0E 
#define REG_ARGUMENT_F 0x0F 
#define REG_COMMAND 0x10 
#define REG_DATA 0x82 
#define REG_RESULT 0x8D 
#define REG_STATUS 0x8E 
#define REG_DEVICE_ID 0x8F 
#define DEVICE_ID_BRM 0x21 
#define DEVICE_ID_SUD 0x8D 
#define CMD_RESET 0xC1 
#define CMD_STOP 0xC3 
#define CMD_START 0xC5 
#define CMD_SET_ENABLED_HEADS 0xCD 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE0 0x8F 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE1 0x9F 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE2 0xAF 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE3 0xBF 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE4 0xCF 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE5 0xDF 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE6 0xEF 
#define CMD_SWITCH_PAGE7 0xFF 
#define CMD_DOWNLOAD_FIRMWARE 0xD7 
#define CMD_DOWNLOAD_RULES 0xD9 
#define CMD_DOWNLOAD_WRITE 0xDB 
#define CMD_DOWNLOAD_DONE 0xDD 

#define STATUS_READY 0x80 
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Appendix 2 - Firmware Version

• The firmware version of the SUD is a 24-bit unsigned integer. The larger is the newer. This document is 
for version 0x067540 or above.

• In general, it is not necessary to know the version of the firmware. In case you need it, use 
sud_get_version() below:

uint32_t sud_get_version(void)
{

//switch to page 7
uint8_t cmd = CMD_SWITCH_PAGE7;
i2c_write(REG_COMMAND, &cmd, 1);
//read and get the 24-bit version
uint8_t buf[8];
i2c_read(REG_DATA, buf, sizeof(buf));
uint32_t ver = (buf[2] << 16) | (buf[3] << 8) | buf[4];
return ver; 

}
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